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A. INTRODUCTION

One of the important theoretical developments in recent management

literature has been the synthesis and extension by Richard Hackman and his

colleagues of many task and job design studies into a broad theory of Work

redesign (Hatkman & Lawler; 1971; HatkMan & Oldham, 1975; 1976; 1980). This

theory of work redesign has been among the most popular approatheS to job

research in the past decade (Roberts & Glitk, 1981).

Increasing productivity in modern industrial society, in their view,

depends on improving the fit between work and worker. "At work organizations

have continued to get bigger, more mechanistic, more controlling of

individual behaVior, and more task specialized," Heckman and Oldham write,

"the people who work in those organizations have become more highly educated,

more deeirous If 'intrinsic work tatitfectiOns,' and perhaps less willing to

accept routine and monotonous work as their legitimate lot in life" (1980* 0.

8). It is incumbent on managers to alter the conditions of work--in

particular, to enhance the "motivating potential" of jobs--in order to solve

the contemporary problem of absenteeism, turnover, alienation from work; and

declining productivity.

Redesigning jobs to increase their motivating potential, however, is

not assured of success, in the authors' view, since employees respond

differently to conditions of work. The link betWeen job enrichment and

satisfattiOn or productivity depends in part On attributes of the job
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incumbent him or herself. Thus, job redesign is a matter of fitting work to

the worker, of providing opportunities for intrinsically satisfying work to

those who choose to seize thet and to avoid distressing those for whom job

enrichment would be unduly taxing.

The Hackmavv,014haM Theory

Specific terms of the HackmanOldham theory are outlined in Figure 1.

CHARACTERISTICS
CORE-7M

Skill variety

'Task Identity .N
Task significance)

Autonow

OUTCOMES

---)Experienced Personal:

>meaningfulness of the 1

High internal
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3. "Context" satisfactions
Growth Need Strength

Figure 1. Job charadteristics model of.vork motivation.

The authors distinguish analytically between "the job," conceived as an

objeCtive entity, and the responses of job incumbents to it. The latter are

referred to as the "critical psychological states." JOba, in this analytical
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sense, can be characterized
independently of the indiVidaelii Who happen to be

occupying them at any given time. While an employee's phenomenological

response to a job is presumed to be closely relateito the objective

properties, it is not fully determined by those properties. The relationship

is conditional; Faychological states are internal to each person and are not

directly manipdlable; job properties are theorized to be manipulable and,

therefore, can be the target of managerial efforts in job redesign.

Hackman and Oldham singled out fiVe properties of jobs--the "core job

characteristite=of especial significance for employee motivation. Together

they represent the job's motivating potential. These are referred to as

Skill uriety, Task Identity, Teak Significance, Autonomy, and Feedback from
the Job. They bear on the three "Critical psychological States" that

Hackten and Oldham regard as central conditions of strong internal work

motivation and positive work outcomes. A job will be "meaningful" to an

employee to the extent it requires a variety of skills, involves the

completion of a whOle and identifiable piece of work, and has signifitance

for the lives of other people; it will foliter feelings of "personal

responsibility" in the degree it providet the employee autonomy in selecting

the methods for carrying out the work; and it furnishes the eMployee

"knowledge" on which to judge the effects of his or her efforts if it is

arranged to allow such feedback. Thus, the motivating potential of a job, as

elabOrated by the five core characteristics, are said to affect the three

psychological states, which, in turn, are essential ingredients of the

employee's internal work motivation and other positive work outcomes.



As noted abolie, alterations in core job characteristics have

differing effects on the psychological
responses of individuals and on work

outcomes, depending on certain other attibutes of eke indiVidual or the work
setting; Prominent among these Moderating conditions is the individual's

"growth need strength," conceived in terms of Maslow 'S (1976) higher level

needs hierarchy; '4'ariation in the motivating potential of jobs is expected
to be positively associated with responses of individuals at the higher

letirels of growth need strength but to be unrelated, or perhaps even

negatively related, to responses of employees at the lower levels. The

authors mention, bdt do not develop, several additional contingencies under
which the direct relationships betweded job characteristics and psychological

states would not be expected to

Thd immediate outcomes of job redesign envisaged by Hackman and

Oldham are phrased primarily in terms of a difference in levels of internal

motivation to perform, general job satisfaction, and work "effectiveness,"

meaning principally the quality of goods and services produced, not

necessarily their mere quantity. Less clear, or at least less immediate, are
the consequences for absenteeism and turnover, according to the authors.

The Hackman7Oldham theory has the virtue of giving specificity to the

components of tht job=worker-performance interdependencies, at least within a

motivational framework. It provides the manager with conceptual tools for

analyzing situations confronting them. It has the special appeal of

characterizing jobs in terms of identifiable dimensions open to managerial

manipulation. Their formulation Stresses the importante of close diagnosis
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of employee attributes* as well as the conditions under which the work is
carried out. Hackman and Oldham suggest that the

adtinistrative ability to
redesign work can

organization task

Multiple task comp

Instrumentation

extend from each individual to entire work groups or

tomplexes* based on the "best fit" of individuals to
onents.

Appeal of the approach certainly has been enhanced by the
mass-administtted questionnaire developed by HatkMan and his associates over
a number of years* the Job Diagnostic

Survey (or JDS). Publication of this
instrument operationalizing the theoretical constructs of the formulation not
only furnished managers with an inexpensive diagnostic tool but stimulated a
remarkable number of investigations related to the theory.

The JDS, administered to employees of work
organizations* consists of

eight sections. The first two sections contains questions asking job holders
to rate their jobs on the five core CharacteristicS* plus two others not
formally part of the theory--FeedbaCk From Agents and Dealing With Others.
Each characteriatic is measured by a three-item acalei one item dtploying the
format of a graphic rating scale (in Section 1), And two items (in Section 2)
asking respondents tc indicate the accuracy with which a statement describet
the job. St-6ring procedures provide values ranging from 1.0 to 7.0 for each
dimension. An overall Motivating Potential Score (MPS) is obtained by an
arithmetic combination Of scores of the five core characteristics. (These
sections of the JDS are reproduced in Appendix A and described fully in the
following part of the report.) Thud* 21 items capture seven dimentions
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characterizing "the job." The remainder of the JDS consists Of 57 items

designed to measure the critical psychological states, job satisfaction,

growth need strength, and several supplementary pefsonal attributes of the

respondent. Scoring keys accompany the JDS to facilitate processing of large

numbers of questionnaire returns.

Hackman and Oldham also developed a JOb Rating Form (JRF)

parallelling the fitat part of the JDS, allowing persons other than job

incumbents deddribe core characteristitS Of a job and, thereby; providing a

methodolOgitally independent means of measuring job propertied. (See

Appendik B.)

The Problem

The systematic, theory -based approach of Hackman and Oldham holds a

certain attraction to eddcators, particularly those concerned with human

resources management. SChools and colleges are labor-intensive enterprises

constantly seeking More effective, more humane Waye of using the

instructional staffs available to them; and the Analytical framework may be

equally as promising in education as in bdsiness and industry. Expalitions

of the theory by one of us (Bogen) has generated
considerable pedagogical

excitement in seminars for educational managers, and our initial, informal

uses of the JDS for describing the jobs Of high-school and university

instructors has produced thought-provoking data. Both the language and the

methodological tools for tharacteriiing the work of teaching have been in

short supply, especially from the perspective of human resource management.

Nevertheless, we felt it important to examine carefdlly the
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applicability of the afialytiddl framework and the accomianying measurement

procedures before promoting either as valuable Aids to school improvement

efforts. if we could be assured that the job dimensions of teaching could be

formulated appropriately and measured accurately following the leads of

Hackman and his associates, the door would be open for investigations into

larger eltMents of the Backmanr-Oldharn model and its diagnostic utility in

educational systems.

We chose to concentrate on the five for seven) core job

Chatadteristics of Hackman and Oldham - -their conceptualitatieri and

measurement because of their pivotal role in job redesign and human resource

Management; We also liMited our attention to teaching jobs at the elementary

and secondary levels. Three main issues guided our investigation into core

characteristics of teaching jobs.

Applicabilityto School Teaching

Are the concepts and measures of job characteristics relevant to

teaching? The original interests of Reekthan and his colleagues were with

business and industrial settings, although a number of investigators

subteqUintly have applied the measures to public service institutions (e.g.,

BA14.4, 1976; Brief and Mowday & Aida& 1976; O'Reilly, Parlette, & Woom,

1980; VanHaanen & Katz, 1974). Nonetheless, they couched the issues their

theory addressed in terms of the relief of worker alienation and boredOM

found in simple, repetitious work in settings with a minute division of labor

and close supervisory control, an imagery reflected in the concepts used to

charatterite job dimensions.
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School teaching would not seem to suit the imagewell. Analyses of

the teaching job, going back as far as Waller (1932), have regularly

emphasized the ambiguous goals, uncertain technology, and loose coupling of

the educational institution (Bidwell, 1965; March, 1976, 1978; Weick, 1976).

Unlike many enterprises, its product is not a tangible object; and unlike the

Work even in many service organizations, teathing does not entail the

performance of diScrete tasks in a particular order, each with

distinguishable marks of accomplishment and an identifiable contribution to

some "whole." Except from the grossest perspective, the workflow is barely

discernible, the division of labor primitive, and specialization minimal

(Charteri, 1964; 1970). Educational reformers of the late 1960'd Complained

that teaching requires too much "skill variety," not too little--the demand

on teachers for "omnitompetence""and
targeted the tefOrMS of team teaching

And differentiated staffing to its rectification. A dothinant feature of the

teaching occupation, according to Lortie's tardful analyses (1965, 1969,

1973, 1975), is the extreme autonomy and disconnection from colleagues and

supervisors) that the work involves. Problems may lie in the overall:kind/Ince

of autonomy of the teaching job rather than its lack.

Thus, our research team had reservations about the meaningfulness of

the five core job characteristics of Hadkman and Oldham for teddhing. Do

they apply to the kind of job performed by teachers or to a job Which may be

"over- enriched" rather than in need of enrichment?
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Sensitivity to Variati=ons within Teaching

Can the concepts and measures differentiate between teaching jobs?

Are the scales sufficiently sensitive to be used iffschools for diagnostic

purposes? Applications of the JDS have indicated that the instrument can

discriminate between Widely differing jobs (e.g., between managers and

clerks, assembly line workers and accountants; construction workers and sales

personnel), given fairly large samples, but the question remains as to

whether the Measures are suitable for discriminating between the fat narrower

band of jabs within the teaching occupation:

The problem can be vivified by referring to Figure 2, ShdOing the

profiles for two disparate types of job; The data are from a report of norms

for the JDS, based on sous 6930 eMpIoyees working on 876 jobs Of a highly

heterogeneous character in 56 governmental, service, and productive

organizations across the United States (Oldham, Hackman, & Stepina, 1978);

Of all the data they present, by far the greatest disparity in JDS scores is

between upper- or Middle-level managers (N 56 jobs) and the rank-and-file

workers in the offites and shops of the organizations (N - 500 jobs), and it

is their profilda we depict; Clearly, differences between teaching jobs will

not be as great as these extremes; It the JDS capable of capturing finer

nuances?
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Figure 2. Job dimension profiles for top management and Off ice
or shop workers: Hackman data.

Added perspectiVe on Figure 2 is furnished by taking into account the

measurement error associated with the JDS Scales. In an earlier report of

norms for the JDS, Hackman and colleagues published an analysis of variance

perMitting estimations to be made of inter-rater reliabiIities and

Measurement error (Hackman & OldhaM, 1974, Table 4). Their data Covered 50

jobs with 5 or more ratings, for a total of 613 employee-raters. Table 1

reproduces their results for each job dimension--the mean for the 50 jobs,

the an squares between jobs, and the mean squares for ratings within the

sane job. The next three columns give Our Calculations of the components of

variance for job and residual (rater + error), and the coefficient of
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inter-rater reliability. Although not immediately germaine. the last column

gives the inter-item
reliabilities reported by Hackman and Oldham in their

Table 2.

Table 1. Inter-rater Reliability of Incumbent Ratings of JDS Job
Dimensions: Estimated from Hackman and Oldham Data

Estimated ReliabilityJob Mean Squares Variance Compehent Inter- Inter-Dimension Mean BetWeen Within Job Read. Rater Item
miNwl..Mna..r,w.ao-NNnms.wwavwnwysmImsVoaww=.avrmaNowoewNmwmxmuwIDawws.mMIwasoawsowwmIwmrwaowswmw

Skill Variety 4;47 17.70 1.54 1;32 1.54 .92 .71Task Identity 4.87 5.90 1.71 .34 1.71 .71 .59Mak Significance 5.54 3.22 1.55 .14 1.55 .52 .66Autonomy 4.75 7.92 1.55 .52 1.55 .80 .66Feedback from Job 4.96 4.41 1.76 .22 1.76 .60 .71FiedbaCk from Agents 3.87 6.82 2.28 .37 2.28 .67 .78Dealing with Others 5.27 6.70 1.35 .44 1.35 .80 .59
MEI

Note: Means and mean squares from Heathen and Oldham (1974) Table 4;
inter-item reliabiIities from their Table 2.

Based on 50 jobs. 613 respondents, 12.26 raters per job.

The measurement error turns out to be quite substantial in most of

the JDS scales. certainly enough to discourage their use fot diagnostic

purposes unless the number Of raters of a given job is fairly large. Except

for Skill Variety and. perhaps. Autonomy and Dealing with Others. the

coefficients of inter-rater reliability indicate that raters do not agree

much on the characteristics of their respective jobs. The same point can be

observed in the magnitudes of the "residual" tomponents of variance in the

fifth column of the table.

The implication of rater disagreement is conveyed concretely in terms
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Of the number of teacher-raters that would be required to find a dependable

difference (p < ;05) betWeen two teaching jobs. For two jobs Varying as

widely as those between top management and clerical or blde=dollar workers

depicted in Figure 2; the numbers necessary to btrdttOdiA. measurement error are

not unduly large; at least for some of the job dimensions. Our calculations

give these numbers:

Dimension N needed per job

SV 4
TI 68
TS 14
AU 6
FJ 12
FA 20
DO 6

It is conceivably possible for a manager to obtain Stiffitient responses from
_____

teachers in a school district if "the teaching job" Were defined very

broadly, such as "elementary" vs. "secondary" teaching or "teaching in School

A" vs. "tea-thing in School B."

AS jobrating differences become smaller, the number of requisite

raters increases disproportionately; For instance, a difference just half as

extreme AS the one depicted would require 14 And 278 teacher-raters for Skill

Variety and Task Identity, respettively. The numbers quickly exceed the

available staff sizes for many School district positions, to say nothing of

jobs Within school buildings; While researctlrd may be able to cope with the

error problem by sampling jobs over a number of districts, that is little

solace to the manager who is confined to his or her partitUlat district or

building.
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The computations in Table 1 point to other problems in the JDS

measures. A scan down the column for the variance component associated with

"job" indicates that; except for Skill Variety, the supposedly heterogeneous

jobs Are pretty much alike. Accotding to the ratings; they vary little on

the 6=1point scale (mostly over the upper half of the scale, as suggested by

their means). In the case of Feedback from the Job, for instance; twothirds

of the jobs fall between 4.49 and 5.43. The band is even narrower for Task

Significance (5.40 to 5.68).

The inter item reIiabilities in the latit column add a further

pessimistic note. The renabilities are Startlingly low for scales baded On

the same questions asked in only slightly different ways. As Hackman and

colleagues consistently point out, the JDS is not a clinical deVide; it 1aeks

the precision necessary for diagnosing jobs of single individuals.

Although most of the preceding calculations were made after the

beginning of our study, the investigating team questioned the sensitivity of

the JDS from the beginning and took it as an issue for study.

Subjectivitye-f the Measures

Are ifitiliMbent reports adequate measures of job characteristics? At

impLrtant element of the Hackman and Oldhat formulation is the separation of

jobs as objeetive entities from jobs as experienced by the job holders, i.e.,

"core characteristics" as distinct froM "critical psychological Jtate6," but

do Such selfreports afford objective descriptions of the job, or are they

merely Another reflection of the indiVidual's psychological response to the

job? If the measures of the job diMensions are importantly imbued with
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respondents own affective states, Spurious relationships would be generated

between the supposedly independent constructs and the utility of the measures
do.

for directing job iedesign woula be compromised;

Since most of the management research has relied on incumbent

descriptions, the existing evidence is relatiVely sparse regarding the

perceptual biases ihherent In the method. Aldag, Barr, and Brief (1981)

summarize the few Studies, mostly by HaekMan and associates, that examine the

agreement betWedh incumbents and other job raters (supervisors, researchers);

In general, the "convergent validity" (the correlation betWeen incumbent and
. _

other raters on the separate scales) tend to be quite low, in the

neighborhood of ;50 to ;60. Especially problematic are the scales for

FeedbaCk from Agents, where correlations are essentially zero in some reports

le.g., Hackman & Oldhat, 1974, Table 2) and Task Significance (correlations
Of .35); The values are not markedly higher than correlations between scale

pairs within a rater group ("discriminant validity "), suggesting that a

common theme runs through the scales; Roberta and Glick (1981) diteCtly

raise the issue Of Subjectivity in their review. They point out that most of

the research has been based on correlations of responses of indiVidual job

holders (29 of the 37 studies they reviewed in detail); and they assemble

evidence inditating that the incumbent ratings "reflect incuMbehts' task

perceptions and Only indirectly measure task characteristics" (p. 210).

If job ratings are just another way of asking indiVidual employees

how they feel about various features of their jobs, then the Hackman-Oldham

formulation loses its distinctiveness. The question is an open omt;
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Overview of Report

TO examine the three issues; the research team; besides reviewing the
techniCal literature on job description, revised the Hackman-Oldham
instruments (the first part of the JDS and the JRF) and adMildistered them to
carefully chosen samples of Oregon public school pt_Sonnel. Part B,

following, reports our effort in instrument revision. Revision was more than
a simple trabblation of terms into language suitable to school teaching. We
were obliged to confront

conceptual questions regarding the meaning Of "job"
in an occupation with as little

differentiatied as in teaching and regarding
the way teaching jobs might conceivably vary along the seven diMehSions as
defined by Hackman and Oldhath. In short) the revision process brought us
face to face with issues of both applicability and sensitivity.

Part C reports results of the questionnaire administrations. The
first subsection gives inter-item reliabilities and other statistical
properties of self-ratings by 198 classroom teachers; The second subsectiOn
focuses directly on the sensitivity of job descriptions. In particular) we
tried to imagine sets of public SChool teaching jobs that one would expect to
differ tht most extremely on the five core job characteristics ( "maximally

different jobs") and then to assess the success of theinstrument in

diserithinating between them.

Subjectivity of ineumbent ratings, the topic of the third subsection,
was studied by comparing teacher self-ratings of the job with ratings made by
a supervisor, colleague, or other observer familiar with the job. Our
analysis followed the multitrait-multimethod approach of Campbell and Fiske



(1959); considering job dimensions as traits and raters as methods. We also

estimated Components of variance in a Manner proposed by Crodbadh, et al.

(1972), parallelling the procedures originally proposed by Stanley (1961) and

extended by Kavanagh, MacKinfity, and Wolins (1971), for deterMining sources

of rater error;

A fourth subsectioh reports correlations between the job dimensions

(including the MotiVating Potential Score) and an avowedly subjective

outcome variable" relevant to the motivationally-oriented theory of Hackman

and Oldham as well as to school settings, viz, commitment to the organization

(Mowday, Steers, & Porter 1979); Of especial interest in the analyais was

the Manner in which the several job characteristics combined tO affect

commitment of teaching personnel. We suspected that certain Of the

ChataCteristics did not tap dimensions important in teaching.
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B. INSTRUMENT REVISION

The task of instrument revision, as we have mentioned, entailed a Mix
of conceptual and mechanidal

considerations. The strictly mechanical
matters, such as assuring that the wording of the JDS and JRF were precisely
parallel, could be resolved readily. More complitated were probleta
associated with the meaning of key terns in the Hadkman and Oldhat
vocabulary. Sinde items in the instrument

originally had been written for
Work involving inert objects, diecrete tasks, and tangible prOddets, the
translation into terms relevant to teaching posed deeper quedtions. What did
the authors intend by such terms as "task identity" or "feddbadk from the
job," and could they be const'med to apply to teaching at all, where human
beings are the objects of work, tasks are anything but discrete, and the
product is essentially invisible?

Especially probletatic was the meaning of
"job," the pivotal concept cf the theory. If teadhers or others are asked to
describe the thatacteristics of a job, it would Seem

essential that they (and
We) be reasonably clear on what they are asked to rate. Oddly, Badman and
Oldham nowhere defined "job" in their theory, nor do they diadUaii

operationally the basis for dediding that two employees have different jobs
rather than the same one;

Our procedure for revising the instrument was an interative one
extending over a period of nearly six months=- an iteration between conceptual
formulation And empirical obiervations.

Empirically, we had teachers and
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others with recent teaching experience respond to the JDt in one-on-one

interaction with a member of the research team; &ring which they were

questioned about their interpretation of the questions and why they had given
the ratings they had; We Also sought the views of practicing adminiStrators
and Others familiar with teaching on how teaching jobs might differ on the

several dimensions, and we administered
trial forms of the JDS in settings

Where responses could be discussed by groups.

Meanwhile, the research team engaged in intensive, word-by-word

analysis of the instrument, illuminated by, as well as directing, the

foregoing etpirical observations. We supplemented the items of three scale4
by writing Additional questions. Throughout, we tried to remain as faithfdl

as possible to conceptions Of the original authors. Our general intentions
were to gain an understanding Of the applicability of the Hackman-OldhaM
dimenSiOns of school teaching, to formulate

prOVidionally types of teadhing
job the dimensions might differentiate between, and to produce an instrument
consistent in terminology and understandable by school people.

First we turn to a brief consideration of "teaching jobs" and then
report our revisions of questions relating to the seven job charadteristics.

Teaching Jobs

If teaching jobs are to be selected i'or diagnosis and redesign, it is
necessary to be able to denote the different jobs existing within a school or
school system. It turns out that the issue of where one job ends and another

begins is rarely addressed; Hatkaan and Oldham do not specify the meaning of
"job," using it Ioo#idIy and more or less interchangeably

with such terms as
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"work" and "task." Nor have other investigators concerned themselves with

the issue, perhaps be-Cause jobs are likely to be well differentiated within
industrial and commercial settings or be-Cause most Investigations have

focused on analyzing individual employee responses to different parts of theJM

The best clue we found as to how Hackman and Oldham actually

distinguished jobs came from the critique of Roberts and Glick (1981, p.

197). They write that the Heckman and Oldham model is "plagued with problems

apparent in the pioneering work of Turner and Lawrence and of Blood and

Hulin," and continue:

Existing company_ documents defining job ClAtisifications were acceptedas valid and reliable.
Individneld in the same job__

cIassificationt Were'assumed to perform the same objective tasks.

Examination of the reference to an early work by Hackman and LaWler (1971),

which they cite, suggests that a "job" is conceived as a localized

phenomenon. Apparently, it points to a set of employees at a particular

installation or facility doing work that is identical from the perspective of

local management. Among Heckman and Oldham's (1974, 1980) illustrations of

different jobs are: a checkprocessing job in the "back room" of a bank, the

laboratory technician't job in au R & D department of an industrial plant, a

data coding job in the headquarters office of a large organization,

assemblers of grain driers in an Iowa plant, keypunch operators in the

Treadfree Manufacturing Company.

While it is not difficult to imagine other, unlike jobs in the

preceding locatiOns, complications arise when attempting to apply the scheme
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to teaching jobs in ed4Cational organizations. Teaching'jobs can be

Clatsified grossly, of course; by levelelementary; secondary; tertiary; and

so onbut; except in unified public school distridts; the levels are

embedded in separate
organizations and do not permit differentiation between

jobs within the organization. A finer classification customarily is used to

distinguish teaching jobs at the tecondary level, by Subject area.

(DepartMents, in high schoOlt large enough to warrant them; generally

duplicate the subjectmatter Classification.) EleMentary teaching; hoWeVer;
remains largely undifferentiated. Specific grade level of teaching it not an
especially fruitful basis of classification; teachers are regarded at; and in
fadt are; interchangeable

across grade levels; and the work of teaching does
not differ appreciably from one grade to another; at least from the

perspective of core job characterittidd.

The problem of numbers conform& the classification of teaching jobs.
Assume optimititically that 10 job incumbents are sufficient to characterize

dependably the dimensions of a job (bee p. 12, above). In a Unified public

school district just large enough to support a single secondary school; a

district Consisting of; say, 45 high school teachers and 60 elementary

teachers distributed in four dthools; it is unlikely that 10 staff members

could be found in a given job if jobs were classified any finer than by gross

level (elementary secondary) or; perhaps; by school. The difficUlty does
not become appreciably less with an increase in school system size, since the
nuMber of staff members per school does not ordinarily increase

proportionally. Both elementary and secondary schools tend to didperse
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geographically, each remaining more or less constant in 'Staff size; It would
be the exceptional case in whiCh there were as many as 10 social studies and
10 science teachers, for instance, in a single trig g school; Almost never
would One find 10 art or home economics or driver education teachers at the
sane fadility; Even pooling teaching jobs across high schools in a large

district, the number of staff members in the same job " rarely would reach 10.
in Most of the categories of the finer Classification system;

The numbers problem seriously constrains the utility Of the JDS for

diagnostic purposes; assuming that diagnosis is to be carried out by managers

at the school disttict
or, especially, the school level; It does not

preclude its use by researchers and others whose interests transcend school
system bOUndaries; They could readily obtain a sample Of several hundred
drivers edddation or industrial arts teachers across the nation, even though
they may be rare in a given diStrict;

As a -cage in paint, the present

research team was obliged to ignore school and even school district

boundaries in order to collect sufficient cases to test sensitivity of
the JDS in detecting differences between "teaching jobs; NeVettheless, our
reflections on the meaning of "job" the Hackman-Oldham forMulation has led

us to believe that it is inapplicable as a diagnostic tool in job redesign
from the petapective of local td4Cational managers;

Scales for Mete-Suring Job Characteristics

Sidtion 1 of the JDS consisted of 7-point graphic rating scales

according to which the Job incumbent could describe the job, one scale for
each of seven job characteristics; In addition to the lead -in question for a
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-
scale, brief paragraphs were included to portray the meaning of the end

points (and middle) of the continuum;
SeCtion II consisted of 14 statements

(two for each job dimension) to which respondents were asked to respond in
terms of their accuracy or inaccuracy in describing the job; ReSponse

alternatives were:

Very_ Inaccurate

Mostly Inaccurate
Slightly Inaccurate
Uncertain
Slightly Accurate
Mostly Accurate
Very Accurate

One of the two statements for each dimension was reversed in meaning (and, of

course, scoring); BaCkmail and Oldham's JRF parallelled this format.

We report our revision efforts for the seven job chardtteristics,

beginning with the three said to lead to "experienced
meaningfnlheas of work"

(Task Identity, Skill Variety, and Taitk Significance); folldOed by Autonomy

and FtedbaCk from the Job, and finally the supplementary dithensions, Feedback

from Agents and Dealing with Others. While the supplementary characteristitt
do not figure as "core" features of work in the RaCkMati=Oldham theory, we

thought they might be especially relevant to the work of teaching.

In the following, each of the seven is described 1) as defined by

HackMan and Oldham, 2) as operationalized by questions in the JDS, and 3) as

modified our extended by the research team through interviews, distuddionsi

and preliminary field tests. (Reference to Hadkman and Oldham is their book,

Work Redesign,- 1980.) The principal contiderations in the revisions were

language clarification, redirection to maximize sensitivity to variations
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between teaching jobs, and inclusion of wording to cast questions in a form

relevant to teaChing. The reader can find our revision Of the form in

Appendix C; we will only report the more substantial revisions in the text.

Task-Identity

Hackman and Oldham define Task Identity as follows:

The degree to which a job requires completion Of a 15whole" andidentifiable piece of work, that is, doing a job from beginning toend with a visible outcome (p. 78).

What is a 'whole piece of work" for a teacher? Is it the 'Nibble

Child?" Is it completion of the September-ta=qune school year? IS it

teaching a subject, like chemistry or math or English? Is the 14hole piece

of work" graduation of each student from school? If so, is work different

for different teachers at different grade levels and for different subjects?
What is a "visible outcome" in ed4Cation for teachers in terms of a 'whole

piece Of Work?--a child who had learned a specific thihg, a lesson delivered,

or a year completed; or all three?

We turned first to the descriptive exampled in Work Redesign for

guidance about answers to theite crucial questions. Hackman and Oldham use
two examples to illustrate what they mean by Task Identity: They compare a

Social worker who is responsible for all the needs of a client to a social

Worker who works only on income assistance problems. They then contrast a

person who assembles a complete toaster to another person whO Solders

electrical connections on toaster after toaster but never Sees the finished
toaster. The authors contend that even if the skill levels required are the
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sate for the social workers or for the toaster- builders, the person who works

with all the needs of the client and the person who assembles the complete

toaster) Will report higher Mac Identity because they see the 1WhoIe piece

Of Work." The terms used in the text discussion are "intact task," "complete

unit of service," and "entire product," as opposed to a "small part of the

job."

We examined the items included in the JDS/JRF that operationalize

this job charadteristic. We show the three

parentheses where differences

Hackman and Oldham's).

(Seetion 1)

exist between

questions (JDS words are noted in

the JDS and JRF; underlining is

To what extent does the job involve doing a 'hole" and identifiablepiece _ofwarkl That is, is the job a complete piece of work that hasobvious beginning -and end? Or is it only a small part of the_oVerallpiece of work, Which is finished by other people or by automaticmachines?

1- 2- 3 4 5 6------7

(My) The job is only a
tiny part of the over-
all piece__Of work; the
results of (my) the
person's activities
cannot be_ilden in the
final product or
service.

(My) the job las moder-
ate-sized"chunk" of the
overall piece of work;
(my) the person's own
contribution can be seen
in the final outcome.

an

(My) The job involves
doing the whole piece of
work, frOM start to
finish; the results of
(my) the person's activ-
ities are easily seen
is the final product or
service.
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(SeetiOn II)

The job is arranged so that (I) a person does not have the chance to do
an entire piece Of work from beginning to end.

The job provides (me) a person with the Chaude to completely finish (thepieces of work I begin) any work he or she starts.

RetkMan and Oldham have added the Words "complete" and "obvious

beginning and end" to the descriptive terms used in their earlier text.

These beceMe very difficult to define Whin one moves from a discussion Of

producing toasters to a discussion on educating people. When is education or

teaching "complete?" What is the "obvious beginning and end of teaching

and/or of a teachers job?

After considerable discussion and field testing, we decided to focus

the definition of Tadic Identity on the degree of overall educational

responsibility for a child, as the teacher having control over the child's

exit skills, and/Ot is teacher responsibility for the student over time; Li

other words, a 'Wh-61-e- piece of work" to a teacher Could be defined by the

teacher having responsibility for the students Whole education (even for a

short period Of time), for the teacher being solely responsible for teething

demonetrable Skills in a specific subject, and/or by extender- responsibility

over time for some or all subjects. An elementary teacher in a

selfcontained classroom would have responsibility for the Overall education

of a group of students over one academic year. That teather has the students

for one year; that is a definable "chunk" of time; The high school chemistry

teacher, on the other hand, may only have the student/3 for one or two terms
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and for only one subject. HoWeVer, skills and knowledge are testable; the

teacher can remediate for and demonstrate learning of exit skills; i.e., s /he

can deMonstrate the end result of the student's science education) even if

the Student has only been with the teacher for a brief time. Task Identity

in this instance is through demonstrated Skills in the subject area. Along
the same line, a Shop teacher works with demonstrable skills, and Students

can produce products which demonstrate their knowledge.

Another teaching situation that we thought might prOVide high Task

Identity under this teaching-related definition is that of the special

education resource room teacher. The teacher has overall responsibility for
each StUdent's progress in all Subjects. Attained Skills are documented

throWith a required annual Indiiiidualized Education Plan (IEP). A resource

room teacher may supervise a student's learning over a span of several years

and therefore might have a greater view of the "overall piece of work." This

relationship is mediated) however, by the involvement of classroom teachers,

parents, specialists, etc., who assist in planning the IEP and educational

program and, in the case of classroom teachers) who may also implement IEP

requirements in the regular classrooth with or without the direct involvement

of the resource room teacher; The Overall view of the. student might be

comprotided by the fact that the special education teacher may not actually

-teach the student, but may serve more in the role Of faCilitator to other

teachers. This threefold definition allowed several ways of looking at the

poSSible "overall piece of work" for each teacher. Each aspect focuses on

Work attributable to a specific teacher. Each of the three possible foci
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possible interpretations of teaching that include a broader range of

activities. In our early interviews,
some respondents had defined "being a

teacher" or the "teaching job" as a broad profeSSional role that encompassed

A lifelong commitment to many activities related to the profession but not

necessarily failing Within the 7:00 am - 4:00 pm school. day. While we agreed

with this broader view of "being a teacher" for the sake of maximum Control

over possible interpretations of what the 1Whole job" could mean,, We

attempted to use words that directed the respondent to a specifit

student /classroom focus.

We further hypothesized that teachers in areas with less definable

"products," like social studies or literature, would report 16Wer Task

Identity and that teachers who work with students in large groups over short

periodS of time and do not see the end results of their teaching

interventions would also report lower task identity. A job with low Task

Identity is one with a small part of a larger job, whether defined as one

piece of work Without demonstrable end results, or defined as

general/intrOddadry subject matter where the possible results of teddhing

are not easily traceable as resulting froth One teacher's efforts.

the end, however, Task Identity remained an elusive concept when

applied to work other than the prodUCtion of tangible goods or the provision

of short-term service; We left the Hackman-Oldham questions much as they

were with only slight modifications for purposes of clarity. (See Appendix

C.)
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Hackman and Oldham formally define Skill Variety AS follows:

The degree to which a job requires a variety of differentactivities in carrying out the work, involving the use of a numberof different skills and talents of the person (p. 78).Several concepts of work are embedded in this definition: variety of

activities; different tasks, nuiber of skills, and number of talents; The

explanatory paragraph which follows this definition in Work Design etphasizes
that highly motivating work requires workers "to engage in activities that

challenge or stretch their skills or abilities." Hackman and OldhSt state
that the more skills needed, the more meaningful the work is likely to be to
the workers; They state that human beings are probably 'Mired in" for

seeking ways to explore and manipulate their environments, thereby gaining an

increased sense of efficacy; Content of activities, they contend; is

probably leSS essential to experienced meaningfulness than is work that taps

as many of the worker's skills and talents as possible. Hadkman and Oldham

give no examples of jobs with high or low Skill Variety.

There are several possible ways to define Skill Variety for teachers

that could result in Usable redesign data; We distinguished skills needed

for teaching versus -Other skills which are Often required for teAdhets in

school settings (Advising, coaching, community work, parent deUniteling,

etc;); Even Within this narrower context; Skill Variety can Still be defined
as the nuMber of teaching techniques required, or the complexity of different

techniques; or the Skill Variety intrinsic in the subjects) being taught;

One teacher might teach the same subject all day, using many teaching
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techniques. Another tight teach many subjects in the same day, but use the

same techniques over and over; A teacher might perform a variety of tasks in

a day, but most of them may be simple and repetitious in nature and not tap

different skills or talents on the part of the teacher;

we turned to the three JDS/JRF questions for guidance.

(Section I)

How much variety is_there in your job? That is, to What extent does thejob require you to -do *it* different things at work, using a variety ofyour skills and talent-6?

1=----2-----3-----4-----5-----6-----7

Very little, the job re- Moderate
quires me to do the same
routine things over and
over again.

(Section II)

The job requires me

variety. Very much; the job requires
me to do many different

things, using a number of
different skills and talents;

to use a number of

The job is quite simple and repetitive;

complex or high level Skills.

Instead of simplifying our definitional problemS, Hadkian and Oldham

introduced additional concepts Of 1) required versus allo4ed work, 2) "at

WOW work versus overall profeSsional activities, and 3) routine/repetitive

Work equated to "simple and boring" work; For teadhers in teaching jobs, all

of these aspects of Skill Variety are not as interchangeable as they might be

for a more clearly defined, repetitive assembly job;

After discussion and initial field testing, we expanded the number of

items operationalizing Skill Variety to include several aspects; These are

1) allowed use of a variety of skills and talents, 2) use of a number of
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complex Skills, 3) repetitive activities, and 4) allbWed opportunities to do

-different things; Teaching can be made up of a Variety of simple and complex
tasks that require simple and Sophisticated skint; and talents; While many
of the tasks completed by a teacher in a typical teaching week are Mandated

(and/or may be simple, add/Or also repetitiVe), there is also contd.-der-able

thoiCe available to the individual teacher in how teaching tasks thetaelves
are completed;

Low Skill Variety was therefore defined as simple subject matter,

Simple tasks, and/or basic skills; A job with high Skill Variety was defined
as requiring use of a variety of skills, use of complex Skills, andior

provision of opportunities to do different things;

We redrafted the RaCktan-Oldham questions to make them more direct.

Also we added three statements to Section II to cover various meanings of the
term. The full set of redrafted statements are given below;

The job requires_a_peraon to use a number of complex or
sophisticated Skills.

The job is quite Sitple and can be done adequately using basicskins; (Reverse Score)

Activities Associated with the job are repetitious; (ReverseScore)

The job provides one with Opportunities to do a number of differentthings.

The person doing the Job performs much the same task throughout thetypical workday; (Reverse Score)

To summarize, Skill Variety was operationalized as variety,

complexity and opportunity to perform different tailiks in high Skill Variety
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and simple subject matter, simple teaching taSk6 and/or only basic skillS

needed in low Skill Vatiety.

Task Stutificance

Hackman and Oldham define Task Significance as follows:

The degree to which the job hat a substantial impact on the livesof other people, whether those people are in the iiMediate
organiiition or in the World at large (pi 79).

()Mt greatest concern with this definition as applied to teachers and

teaching jobs was in how to distinguish differentes in a profession *itch IA
definition is one of seminal impact on citizen's lives. We were concerned

about how to disttiMinate between the bread significance of teaching and

education and the specific perceived role Of each teaching job for each

teacher.

Hadknan and Oldham further define Task Significance in Wetk Redesign

as being any Aspect of work that contributes toward "Substantial impact on

the physical or psychological wellbeing of other people." The example they

use is of employees who tighten nuts on aircraft engines as opposed to

employees who tighten nuts on decorative mirrors. Hackman and Oldham make

their discrimination on the basis of lives being at stake, in one instance,

and not being at stake in the other. They state:

When we know that what we do at work will affect someone else's
happiness, health, or safety; we care -about that work more than ifthe work is latgely ireIevant to the lives and wellbeing of othetpeople.

Using this braid definition; we suspected that all teachers Would report high

Task Signifitahte, surpassed only h critical care health wetketS,
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physitiensi and others who are involved in direct life-and-death decisiont.

We turned to the JOS/JRF questions for further understanding.

(Settion I)

10 general; how significant or imOOrtantiiS (your) the job?That_isiare the results of (your) theperson's work likely to significantlyaffect the lives or Weil -being of Other people?

Not (very) at all signif i- Moderately
cant; the outcomes of (MY) signifitant.
thework are not likely to
(have important_effects on
other people) Affect anyone
in any important way.

(Section II)

Highlysignifitant; the out-
comes of (my) the work can
affect other people in very
important Mays.

Thid job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how wellthe job gets done;

The job itself is not Very significant or important in the broadera-theme of things.

Buried at the low end of the Likert scale is the key to Task

Significance for individual teachers and the key to providing peisible

manipulable events in a particular teather's job. The significence of a

particular teething job is not that it is donei but that it IS done well or
poorly. By foCnsing on quality of teathingi one can conceive Of "significant

effects" on Students in line with Hackman and oldhati broad definition of
Task Significance. One teacher can have a positiVt or negative influence on
a student by either very good or very bad teaching. Reported low Task

Significance could result when the particular teaching job is not seen to

matter much in the broader scheme of edutation or when the subject matter
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being imparted is perceived to be of less significance or value than Other

subjects. Teachers could also report high Milk Significance when they offer

Unique courses in key subject areas and when students cannot get this

information frot -other sources;

Jobs with low Task Significance would be jobs which involve

non-essential subject matter; subject matter which is not Clearly defined;

and/or Subject matter which is repeated other placdd by other teachers.

Teathing jobs with high Mak Significance would be jobs which involve

required subject matter, particularly when taught by only one teacher and

when content is not available from other sources. High Task Significance

would also be found in jobs where the quality of teaching can have a

significant pOsitive or negative impact on the student. We also discussed

the likelihbOd that teaching a key course for; say; collegebound science

students, tight result in reporting higher Task Signifitance because mastery
of course content would be essential to future edutatiohal success.

OperatiOnalizing this variable Would require separate questions for each

college or occupational track; however; and was not pursued further;

We can best describe our alterations of the questions by showing the

entire revamped scald.
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(Section 1)

How likely is it that the lives or well being of students would beaffected if this job were done poorly.

1--- -- -----3-----4-=---5

Not very likely; the
lives or wellbeing of
students would not be
significantly affected
if this job were done
poorly;

(Section II)

Moderately likely; the
lives or Will-being of
students would be some-
what affected if this
job were done poorly;

Highly_likely; the lives
or well-being of students
would be significantly
affected if this job were
done poorly;

The impact on students Would be minimal if thid job were eliminatedAltogether; (Reverse Score)

This job is one in whith people are significantly affected by hoV wellthe work gets done.

No one would be Witte off if this job were not done at all; (ReVerseScore)

To summarize; high Task Signifitante was operationalized AS a teacher

whose teacher required subject matter) is the only teacher teadhing the

subject matter and Where the impact of learning or not learning the teacher's

material can be great. Low Task Significance was operationalized as a

teacher teaching nonessential or substantially undefined subject matter, or

where:the teaching is repeated in other classrooms and at other times;

Autonomy

Hackman and OldhaM propose that the autonomy provided by a job

increases feelings of personal responsibility for work; They define Antonomy
as f011ows:
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The degree to whith_the job provides substantial freedom;
independence; and diadeetion to the indiViddal in scheduling thework and In deterWining the procedures to be used in carrying itout (pi 79).

They further describe Autonomy as those factors which increase a person's

view that work outcomes depend on ones own efforts rather than upon

else or on a set of written protedUres.

JDS/JRF.

some one

Autonomy is operationalited by the following quettions from the

(Section I)

How muchautonOtY_Iathere in your work) the job? That is; to whatextent does (your) -the job permit (you) a_persion to decide-Conyour own)on his arter own liSO to go about doing the work?

1' ----2 3 4 ----=5

Very little; the job
gives (me) a person
almost no personal
"say" about how and
when the work is done.

(Section II)

Moderate autonomy; many
things are_ standardized
and not under (my) the
control Of the person;
but (I) he_or she can
make some decisions about
the work.

Very much; the job gives
(me) the person almost__
complete responsibility
for deciding how and
when the work is done.

The job gives (me) aperaon considerable opportunity for independenceand freedom in how (I do) he or she does the work.

The job denies (me) a Person any chance to use (my) his or her personalinitiative or (judgment) discretion in carrying out the work.

"Jobi" "task" And '`work " are not synonyms in education. Our early

field test intervie4 results documented this. A teacher's response to a

question on Autonomy is seriously affeCted by whether that teacher decides to

answer questions based on a view Of a particular teaching task; on when and
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how a subject is taught; or on whether the whole teadhidg job is defined as
what occurs in the classroom with the door closed Or what occurs in all

professional activities; Hadkman and Oldham's tredtment of Autonomy is too
simplistic for an education setting. We turned to BIauner's faceted
definition of autonomy for guidance (Blauner, 1964); The worker's freedom
puts him /herself in a proactive rather than reactive

decistow-making stance
concerning work. Blauner defines autonomy as control over the pace of work,
freedom from oppressiVe constraints upon choice; freedOW of movement; and
freedom to thoose the techniques and control the quality of teaching work.
We also gained help from Charters' (1976) conceptdalization of "teacher Sense
of autonoty;" which; in turn, was derived in part fro& Lortie's studied
(1969, 1973). The expanded concept of Autonomy did not lead us to alter
Hadkinan and Oldham's deadripters on the graphic rating scale but We did add
four statements to Part II of the instrument. They are given beloO.

The job denies_a person any chance to use his or her personalinitiative or discretion in carrying out the work; (Reverse Score)
The job gives a person considerableopportunity

for independenceand freedom in how he or she does the work;

The person is left pretty much on his or her own to do the work.

The -job provides little opportunity for independent thought and*action; (Reverse Score)

The individual is free to carry out the work as hi or she sees fit.

The person in the position has limited control Oiler the pace ofwork. (Reverse Score)

A teaching job with 1444 Autonomy would be highly prescribed,

including rules on how and Whin work is to be toMpleted; There might Also be
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a heavy pace of work. with minimal opportunity for independent decisions. A
teaching job with high AutondOy would allow independent decisions on hOW and
when the work is completed and would maximize oppoftunities for independent
thought and action;

Yeedbeek from-the-Job

This core job dharacteristic is defined by Hackman and Oldham as
follows:

The degree to which carrying out_the work activities required bythe job provides the individual with direct and clear informationabout the effectiveness of his or her performance (p. 80).

Badman and Oldham attempt to distinguish feedback in work outcomes
which are intrinsic to the job (and Which

can. therefore; be manipulated as
part of job redesign) from feedbadk outside the job (not manipulable as part
of a job rededign).

Exampled given in the Hacklan and Oldham text are of a
television repairman who can determine from turning on the set whether it
works After repair. a sales re-Presentative who closes a deal and receives

payment. and a physician Who sees a patient get well as the result of
treatment. The concept of Feedbadk from the Job is operationalited in the
JDS /JRF as follows.
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(Section I)

To what extent does =delft the job itself provide (you) the person withinformation about(yeUr)_his or her_work performance? That is, doet theactual work itself provide clues about how well (how are) the person_itdoing - aside from any "feedbadk" co- workers or supervisors may provide.

Very little; the job -it-
self is set up so (I)
a person could work for-
ever without finding
out how well (I am)
he or she is doing.

Moderately; sometimes
doing the-- job provides

"feedback" to (me) the
person sometimes it
does not;

Very much; the job is
set up so that (I get)
a person gets almost
constant "feedbadk" as
(I work) he or she
works_about how well

he or she is
doing.

(Section II)

Just doing the work required by the jab provided Many chances for (me) aperson to figure out how well (I am) he or the it doingi

The jab itself providet_Very few clues about Whether or not (I am) theperson is performing well. (Reverse Store)

We made no important changes in these questions. The only alteration was to
refer to feedback regarding "one's performance" tither than "how well one is
performing:" (See Appendix C.)

Feedback from:Agentt

Hackman and Oldham imply that a second type of feedbatk, external to
the job itself, can also contribute to the employee's

in-created understanding
of the job: They define Feedback Frot Agents as follows:

The degree to whichtheesiplOyee receives clear inforMation_abouthis or her performance from supervisors or from co- workers (pi104)i

Thede questions are included in the JOS/JRF to operationalize

Feedback from Agents:
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(Section I)

6. To_What extent do
managera_orco_orkera let (you) the person knowhow well (you are he or she is doing on (your)_the job?

Very little; people
almost never let(te)
the person know hOW
well (I am) he of She
is doing.

(Section II)

3 =---4 5 ---=6

Moderately; sometimes
people may give (me)

theperson "feedback ";
other times they
may not.

7

Very moth; Managers
or co- workers provide
(me) the Poison with
almost Constant "feed-
back" about how well
(I_aM) he or she is
doing.

Supervisors Often let (me) the person know how well they think (I am) heor she is performing the job.

The superVitiors and co-workers On this job almost never give (me) aperson any "feedbadk" about haw well (I am) he or she is doing in (my)the work. (Reverse Score)

With the exception of minor word modifications for consistency of
tereinology and use of education terns (e.g.. "adMinietrator" for "manager;"
etc.); the one concept We incorporated into Hadkman and Oldham 'S definition

Is that of useful feedbadk as opposed to feedbadk of any sort. "HOW well"
deems to be a more important question in informing teachers about their

performance than dOeS "how often." Quality of supervisory or peer feedback

would seem to be an important variable in job redesigni The revisions
shown in Appendik C.

A job with Iow Feedbatk Froiii Agents would have little feedback

are

or
poor feedbadk. The modified wording clearly allows for that feedback to be
from any external source. Students were spetifidally not named since they
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And their comments could be construed as being part Of Feedbadk From The Job.
A job with high Feedback From Agents would have frequent, high quality

feedback from respected sources. No words are included in the questions
which diScriminate on the baais of formal or informal feedback structures.
Dealing with Others-

Hackman and Oldham define this supplementary characterietics of jobs
in the following *inner:

The degree to whiCh the job requires employees to -work closely withother people_in carrying out the work
activities-(includingdealings with other organization members and with external

organizational "clients (p. 104).

They tap the dimension through the followin JDS/JRF questions:

(Section I )

Towhatextent does (yedr)_the job require (you) a person to work _closelywith other people (either "clients" or people in related jobs in (yourown) the organization?

1- ----2 -

Very little; dealing
with other people is
not -at all necessary
in doing the job.

(Section II)

Moderately; some dealing Verymuch; dealing withWith others is necessary. other people is an abso-
lutely_eSsentiAl and
crucial part of doing
the job.

The job requires a lot of cooperative work with other people.

The job can be done adequately by a person working alone - withouttalking or checking with other people. (Reverse Score)

The Only modification we Made to these three questions was to the
parenthetical statement in question one After considerable discussion About
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whether students are Clients, tools leading to learning outcomes,

job outcome itself, we agreed that HaCkMan and Oldham's concept is

intended to include those who interact with the jobholder outside

or are the

clearly

of the work
itself. By excluding students, We remain true to the original formulation.
See Appendix C for the slight alterations.

JDS/JRF Directions

We inspected the opening directions to respondents rather carefUlly,
since they set the framework Within which the questions are to be answered.
These read,

This part of the qneationnaire data asks you to describe (your) thejob listed above as objectively as you can. (Please do not usethis part of_the questionnaire to show how much you_like or dislikeyour job)._ Questions about that will come later.__ Instead; try tomake your description(s) as accurate and as objective as youpossibly can (p. 277, 296).

We eliminated reference to other parts of the JDS and corrected

inconsistent language between the two forms. In addition, we asked

respondents to frame their answers in terms of the job at a site-on-atYpiCal
OiVen the range of toh=instructional

activities routinely engaged in by
teachers (advising, coaching, etc.) and given the range of professional

.activities also possible (attending meetings, taking classes, reading
journals, etc.), we attempted to delimit "job" to a common set Of activities

at the heart of teachinis. We were especially interested, as were Hackman and
Oldham, in emphasiting the necessity of describing the job as a job, not as

they felt about it 04k alterations were not substantial and are shown in
Appendix C, along with the entire instrument.
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O. RESULTS OF THE INSTRUMENT ADMINISTRATIONS

We adMinistered the revised forms of the JDS (or JRF) to a total of 244
Oregon school personnel; mostly in urban tehobl districts of the Willamette
Valley. Generally; the -questionnaires

were completed during staff meetings
in the Schools; although in some instances the research team elidited

individual responses. Except where matching was essential, they were
anonymous. Our SaMpling procedures Were purposive rather than

representative. Our principal interest was to obtain slifficient responses
from teacherd in "maximally different" kinds of teaching position to test the
sensitivity of the scales or from teachers whose jobs were rated by Others.

Distribotions and Inter-item Reliabilities

Excluding the occasional substitute or Student teacher or

paraprofessional who Mandered into the adMintistration sessions, Otable
Self-reports were obtained from 198 claSdroom teachers; at both the

elementary and secondary levels. Table 2 Shows various statistical

properties of the seven job dimension Sdales measured by the revised

instrument; analyzed across individual respondents. Reliability estimates

are standardized Alpha coefficients paralleling those for the Hadkman data
given earlier (Table I; above). We AlSo show skewness values for the

distributions of responses, Calculated by the fortidla given in Hull and Nib
(1981, p. 312).
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Table 2. Statistical Properties of Revised Instrument:Individual Teacher Ratings of Own Job

Job
Inter-itemDiMehaion (# items) Mean S.D. Skew Reliability.111.N IM.IMM

Skill_Variety (6) 5.44 .755 =.28 .63Task Identity
(3) 5.08 1.275 =.47 .70Task Significance (4) 6.13 .750 =1.39 .55Autonomy
(7) 5;61 _.908 -1.03 .80

_

Feedbadk from Job (3) 5.25 1.157 -.57 .69Feedback from Agents (3) 4.53 1.366 -.21 .73Dealing with Others (3) 5.61 1.300 -1.02 .62ai
Note: N approximately 198.

The reliability estimates are of about the sate magnitude as for the
Hackman measures, ranging from .55 to .80. Again, they are much too 1-04 to
permit use of the scales for dlididal diagnosis of individual jobs;

The means and standard deviations inditatt that respondents used even
less of the 6-point scale than in the much more heterogeneous sample Of
Hackman and associates, and on some of the diMenSions the means crowd the
ceiling Value of 7. The Strong negative SkeWS for Task Signifidance,

Autonomy; and Dealing with Others point to the fact that most respondents
used the highest valUes of the scales, While just a few rated their jobs with
the lower values;

Figure 3 overlays teacher profiles on the means for to managers and
rank-and-file office and shop workers shown earlier in Figure 2. The teacher
means are virtually

indistinguishable from those of top executives in the
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productive organizations studied by HaCkman and Oldham, except for Skill
Variety and Dealing with Others. The latter means fall toward the ratings of
blue and white.--collar jobs;

n

E
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4

TOP MNGMT -
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Figure 3. Profiles for teacher selfratings compared with top managementand office or shop workers.

In general, the statistics portend a loss in sensitivity of the core
job characteristics measures (and the two supplements) when applied to the
teaching occupation, to which we now turn.

Sensitivity of the Revised Measures

Much of the collective effort of the research team was directed

toward specifying kinds of teaching job that would diaplay markedly different
profiles with regard to core job Characteristics.

Otir general strategy was



to attempt to anticipate the types of teaching job in public schOolsi as we

knew theMi that would epitomize the greatest variations on each of the

characteristics (we limited ourselves to the five job dimensions relevant to

the Hackman-Oldham theory) and then to locate such jobs in schools of Oregon

and measure them through incumbent self-reports. Our discussions in the

course of instrument revision, as suggested in the preceding section,

included such considerations. As our diStUSSions proceeded, we found it

extremely difficult to conceive of differences between, say, science,

mathematitd) social studies, and English teaching in the high school or

between the teaching of the specific grade levels in the elementary

schoolthe conventional bases for cleaSifying teaching jobs --on

dimensiona. We were able to anticipate differences, at least on

dimensionS, between elementary and secondary teaching or, within

school, between the teaching of acadmic and certain nron-academic

any of the

some of the

the high

subjects.

However, the differences we were best able to conceive hinged on the nature

of particular teaching assignments rather than on the more gross categories

of subject-matter Area or departmental affiliation. Eventually, we generated

a set of five jobs which we thought to be "maximally different" on one or

more of the Hackman=0Idham dimensions. The groups were:

A. Advanced science teachers-in-the high school. These are
"exit=leVel" courses; The group was limited to teachers of
chetiStrY, physics, and advanced foreign languages-- typically
elective courses taught be-one or very few teachers. The Subject
matter must have demonstrable skills imbedded in it.

B. Teachers_a_sotial-of
specifically_at-the-anth-

and tenth-g_ -lottala. Classes are large, student contact brief,and student learning is not readily attributable to the teacher's
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own efforts.

C. The industrial
arts- -shop teacher. A non-academic part of thecurtitulum and usually in a geographically

separate_lotation fromthe_rest of the staff. Tangible products are produced by theirstUdents, with whom they work individually
and intensively for asustained period Of time.

D. Stecial_edutatien
teachers.- Partitularly those with resource-room

responsibilities._ They have contact with the same Stfidents overthe school day and year and have varying instructional
responSibilities, usually of a remedial nature. _Special educationresource room teaohershave_ah_overview of the StUdenes entireschedule through the Individualized Education Plan (IEP) which theyhelp draw up for each student. The teacher often Meets with thestudent in a limited access part of the school Wilding.

E. ElefientarY
teachers-ln-Self-contained_classreoms. Any gradelevel. The job calls for work with children throughout the sthoelday and year, but teaching a variety of the same subjects, all at ahoir-specialized level.

On a variety of grounds, intermediate-level social studies teachers

were defined as the prindipal contrast group. That group was expected to be
lower in Skill Variety, Task Identity, Task Significance, and Ftedbadk from
the Job than any of the other job groupings. Groups A4 C, 0, and E were
expected to be high with regard to both Skill Variety and Task Identity.
After extensive diaddasion, the researtheta agreed that no distinction could
be drawn between the groups with regard to Autonomy. The research team felt
incapable of predicting where Group E* elementary teachers in self- contained
classrooms, would fall on Task Signifitente,

nor where that group and Group
would fall with respect to Feedback froM the Job; Our predictions are listed
in Table 3 beloW.
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Table 3. Predicted Scores on Core Job CharacteristitS

Skill Variety

Taik Identity__
Task Significance

Fiedbadk from Job

High on Dimension - Low on Dimension

Groups A* Ci Di E

Groups Aj C, pj E
Groups A, Ci D
Groups A, C

Group B
Group B
Group B
Group B

Group A: Advanced Science Teacher in High Schools
Group B: Social Studies Teacher in High Schools
Group C: Industrial Arts Teacher in High SchoolsGroup D: Resource Room Teacher in Elementary SchoolsGroup E: Regular Classroom Teacher in Elementary School4

In order to test the predictionti* it was necessary to identify

reasonably pure instances of these jobs in our pool of respondents. We had
obtained from each respondent a detailed description of daily course

schedules and other job assignments and used this information to refine

selections. This process* too* proved an eye-opener for the research team.
It was difficult to find instances which fit neatly the conceived groups,

especially among the secondary teachers. For instance; advanced science
teachers who only taught advanced science courses were rare; typically they
Split their time with Other teaching responsibilities so that their overall

SCheduIe looked a lot like the teachers who taught general social Studies
courses. After considerable discussion we identified 68 teachers from the
pool who fit clearly one or the other of the five groups.

We present first* in Table 4* the inter-rater reliabilities and other
statistics necessary for estimating sensitivity, calculated from incumbent
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ratings Of the five maximally different jobs.

Table 4,
Inter-rater_Reliabilities of Job Dimensions: Estimated fromTeacher Ratings of Five Maximally Different JObe

Job
Dimension Mean S.

Variance Inter-
Mean Squares COMponent Rater
BetWeen Within Job Resid. Reliah.

Skill Variety 5.44 .253 _.5891 .5847 .00 .58 .01Task Identity 5.18 .509 2.1844 1.5130 .05 1.51 .31Task Significance 6.16 .152 .3342 .6425 0 .64 0Autonowy
_ 5.62 .182 .4456 .9128 0 .91 0Feedbadk from Job 5.24 .209 .4769 1;3761 0 1.38 0Feedbag& froM_Agents 4.94 .989 1.9534 1.9941 0 1.99 0Dealing with Others 5.47 .750 8.2410 1.5107, .49 1.52 .82

awmatiMexe.awas

Note-: Baited on 5 Jobs. 68 respondents; 13.6 raters per Job;

The reliability figures in the table speak for themselves. Teachers
within a given job agree no more among themselves. on the average; than they
do across all five Jobei. The clear exception is the Dealing with Others
dimension; The unreliability of the measures could be a function of the
similarities of the teaching Jobs, despite our concerted effort to find
maximally different ones, or it could be a fault of Our instrument

revision.
However. the estimated variance temponents for "reaidual." shown in the

next-to-ladt column. negate the latter alternative. The values for rater
error are rather consistently lower than the corresponding ones in the
original Hiekmanr0Idham instrument (see Table 1), a fact we would like to
attribdte to the clarifitetions we sought to athieve in the revision process;

Since we had made explicit predictions regarding the differences we
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expected between Specific groups on particular dimensiOndi it was appropriate
to make several direct tests of them. Table 5 present-6 t tests between Means
of the groups predicted to be high and low on the diMensions for whiCh
predittioni were made; We evaluated the t CoeffiCients as one-tailed tests;
While the Means fell as predicted; none of the differences reaChed
significance at the ;05 level;

Table 5; Tests of Predictions for MaximaIly-different Groups

Groups N Mean S.D. t P*

Skill Variety

High: A C D E 57 5.48 .723 1.4402 ;077Low: B 11 5.12 .934

Task Identity

High: A C D E 57 5.19 1.212 1.3487 .091Low: B 11 4.64 1.378

Task Significance

High: A C D 40 6.12 .749 .381 .352Low: B 11 6:02 .851

Feedback from Job

High: A C 23 5.43 1.007 ;9628 .171Low: B 11 5 :06 1.133al
*One-tailed probability;

We Made several unrewarding efforts at analysis; including analyses
of the entire job profiles by means of multi-dimensional scaling tethhiques;
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but the stales were too insensitive
to detect anticipated

differences. In
sum, the evidence is

unequivocal that the job dimensions as forMdlated andas*

measured by Hackman and Oldham in the JDS are not suited to diatinguishing
jobs Within the teaching occupation.

Subjectivity of the Measures

The question of the extent to which incumbent ratings of the job are
imbded with their own affect regarding it (i.e.; their "psychological
response to the job") is commonly phrased as an issue of convergent:and
discriminant validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). If the*ratings of a job's
Skill Variety, Task Identity; and so on were truly objective; they should
agree with the ratings of Otheta equally well acquainted with it- -others who
do not share the

incumbent's persona' biases. Do the ratings converge? Is
the agreement sufficiently high that incuMbent and other ratings could be
regarded as interchangeable? One would expect; too; that the agreement would
be higher between two raters' descriptions of the same job characteristic

than between the incumbent's (or the other's) ratings of the several job
dimensions; Ate the raters theta:elves able to disdriiinate between the job
dimensions? As we pointed out in the beginning

section; the evidence with
respect to tlie original

HatkMan=01dham instrument is scarce and certainly not
encouraging; especially with respect to convergence.

OUt approach was to ask a number of active school personnel to rate a
teaching job which they Supervised or with Which they were Otherwise
familiar- a job whose indilibent would be Willing to furnish a similar rating.
These personnel were either individuals in graduate education courses or
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personal contacts of the researchers. They were also asked to solicit the
cooperation of the job holder and to assure the questionnaire would bea0
returned. Indumbent and "other"

questionnaires requested specific
information about the position in question to assure an exact match between
the two ratings and to identify jobs that were not in teaching positiehe in
the public schools. The questionnaitea were completed independently Of one
another. Matched ratings were obtained in this way from 72 indiVidUals,
covering 36 teaching jobs. The majority of the "Others" were the immediate
edpervisors of the teachers, while a few were colleagues and a small number
Were supervisors of student teachers.

Correlations were computed in a manner that would permit them being
cast it a

multitrait-multirater matrix (CAMpbelI and Flake, 1959). "Trait"
refers to the 7 job characteristics and "method" to the 2 raters; Table 6
gives the means and standard

deviations fez' the self and other ratings, While
Table 7 displays the matrix.

Table 6. Means for Self and Other Ratings Of Same Job

Self
Mean S.D.

Other
Mean S.D.

SV

110411/11110.010.011011

Skill Variety 5.42 .757

IIIIMINIMMINNI 41

5.51 .513TT Task Identity__
4.88 1.311 4.98 1.110TS Task Significance 6.32 .631 6.19 .743AU Autonomy
5.42 1.054 5.29 .877FJ Feedback from Job 5.26 1.185 5.36 1.091FA Feedback from Agents 5.08 1.281 5.06 1;403DO Dealing with Others 5.96 1.112 5.52 1.183
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The means indicate that others familiar with the teachers jobs rate
theM much as the teathert themselves, with the Minor exception of the

dimendion, Dealing with Others. The job incdtbents were not systeMatiCally

biaSed one direction or the other; considering the 36 jobs togethet.

The main question, of course, is the extent of rater agreement with
regard to the same job. The so- called validity diagonal of the correlation
Matrix (in bold-face) provides the answer. In short, there was little

convergence. The correlations range from a high of .61 (Feedbadk from

Agents) to a low of .12 (Task Significance), with a mean of .32, as given at
the bottot of the table; In general, they are SUbdtantially below the

already unfavorable levels reported in the managetent literature for the

original Hackman-Oldham scales. We suspect that it is due largely to the

instrument's insensitivity to differences in teaching jobs, as documented in
the preceding section. In terns of the particular dimensions of the Hackman

and Oldham fortulationi raters see teaching jobs as much alike.
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Table 7. Multitrait=ftltirater Matrik for Matched Pairs

(N = 36 pairs) 400

SV

SV

e 1 f

TI TS AU FJ FA DO SV

Other
TI TS AU PJ FA

S

e
TI .09
TS .28 .26

1
f

AU .23
FJ -.01

.32 .17

.44 .12 0
FA -.09 .07 .08 -.29 .41DO .06 0 .36 -.01 .15 .56

SV ;31 .05 .13 .06 .02 .05 .110 TI =.20 .19 -.35 -.14 .17 .32 .18 -.02t TS .03 0 .12 -.28 .16 .48 .32 .21 .19h AU =.12 .26 0 .48 .11 -.15 -.07 .34 .19 0e FJ =.18 .11 -.04 -.04 .16 .38 .13 =.01 .56 .26 .22r FA .03 .02 -.13 =.38 .31 .61 .41 =.04 .47 .50 -.20 .37DO .25 -.01 .35 .05 .28 .38 .40 .15 -.03 .22 =.14 .14 .28

AU Ant-enemy
DO Dealing with Others
FA FeedbaCk from Agents
FJ Feedback from Job
SV Skill Variety
TI Task Identity
TS Teak Significance

Mean r

Validity Diagonal (bold-face) ;324
Heterotrait-monomethod ;059
Heterotrait-heteromethed .164

DO



Raters were diScriminating in their use of the sca:.=, however;
Correlations in the

heterotrait-MOnorater triangles Were quite low on average
(.16), indicating that there was little carry-over in a rater's scoring of
one trait to the scoring of the next. It is not true that a common theme ran
through all Of an incumbent's- (Or other's) ratings; as we had feared. The
baseline

(heterotrait-heterOtethod) correlationt are appropriately lowi
hovering near zero; although inspection of the table will inditate they vary
widely frdt =.38 to .61.

We conducted an analysis of the same data following the components of
variance approach outlined by Cronbach, GleSeri Nanda; and Rejaratnam (1972).
It is similar in principle to the procedure originally suggested by Stanley
(1961) and pursued by Kivanaghi

MacKinneyi and Wolins (1971) for analyzing
multitrait-multimethod data; except it starts from Observed scores rather
than correlations between scores. We show in Table 8 a summary of the
twc-facet Analysis (rater and job dimension as the facets) from the fully
crossed study designi with the estimates of the variance components in the
last column.
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Table 8. Variande Components for Paired Ratings of Teaching Jobs

Source Frequency Mean Squares Est. CoSponent
amlwoomeam....m.aoemommomemsoommasaas....

Job 1 3.15676 .154Rater 2 .45131 0Dimension 7 14.06895 .183Job X Rater 2 1.21370 .083JOb X Dimension 7 1.22116 .295Rater X Dimension 14 .70575 .002Residual 14 .63381 ;630

Note: Based on 36 jobs, 2 raters, 7 job dimensions,
fully crossed design.

The analysis confirms the obderVations made by inspecting the

multitraitmultimethod matrix. The doeinating variance components, apart

from the residual. are those associated with the job dimensions themselves,
as one tight hope. It also confirms the absence of a general bias of the two

rating groups. either overall of from one dimension to another. both of whith

fatts are reflected in the means of Table 6. At for the principle question;

the agreement between ratings of the same job, the Job X Rater component is

fairly large, especially in comparison with the component for Job itself; as

the validity diagonal hat already suggested, raters were in less than firm

agreement in their delis-captions.

In the end, we do not know for sure how much an incumbent's

psychological reactions to the job color his or her descriptions Of it.

Clearly, it is not the case that general feelings of euphoria or despondency

act to raise or lower ratings Systematically across the job dimensions.



This at least, is a good sign insofar as the possibility goes of spurious

correlations with a truly affective variable, such as job aatiafaction;

Relationships with Organizational Comnitteht

To get a sense of a possible
relationship of the core :job

characteristics with an outcome Variable relevant to A theory of employed
motivation, we included a version of the Organizational Commitment

Questionnaire (OCQ) in one of our early rounds of data collection; The OCQ
is a 15 -item, Likert

scale developed by Mayday, Steers, and Porter (1979) to
measure employee loyalty to the organization for which he or she Works;

Giduk (1982) had adapted it for his study of Canadian elementary schools;

The following analyses are based on 81 teacher self-ratings of the
five core job dibehaions; As a matter of interest, we caleUlated the score
proposed by HaCkmah and Oldham (1980, p.81) to describe the overall

"motivating potential" of a job--the MPS. Their formula fOr combining the
five dimension scores a is multiplidative

one, the product of Autonomy,

Feedback frok the Job, and the average score for Skill Variety; Task Identity
and Task Significance;

MPS = {(SV -DTI + TS) / 3} X AU X FJ

Values of MPS potentially range from 1 to 343. The multiplicatiVe feature is
based on the belief of Beekman and colleagdes that the three "Critical

psychological states" of the employee* Which the job tharatteristics

presumably inddde, must all be present in order to realite positive

motivational consequences: The forMulation has been heaVily criticized in
the management literature; (See Roberts & Click, 1981, p. 197.)
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TWO hierarchical
regression analyses of the OCQ scores were

conducted; The first considered the core job characteristics
individually;

Teacher gender and years of teaching experience were entered in the
regression first to remove thtir effects on OCQ; followed by the five
eeparate dimentions; Of spetial interest was the

relative contributions of
the dimensiOne to the predittion

of Organitational
ComMittent; as indicated

by the magnitudes
and signs of the Beta weights;

The second analyeis was similar, except that MPS replaced the Separate
job dimension scores in the regression. Here the interest was in the
e*planatory power of MPS in

preditting Organizational Commitment in
totparison with the power of the dimensions

separately; This comparison is
indicated by the increments in R Square for tht MPS score vs; the block of
individual diteheions;

Results of the first Analysis; given in the top section of Table 9,
indicate that together the job dimensions account for an apOreciabIe
proportion Of variance in OCQ scores, net Of gender and years of experiente;
The increment of ;379 in explained variance is equivalent to a multiple
correlation of about .60 (after adjustment); The Beta coefficients reveal
that Skill Variety and Task Identity are the two main contributors to the
prediction of OCQ, while Task Significance and Feedbatk from the JOb
contribute little or nothing; The negative coeffitient (i237) for AutonoM
is a surprise. It euggests; for this sample at leaSti that the greater the
teacher's autonomy in work; the lesser will be his or her loyalty to the
School; once the Other job dimensions are taken into account; (Table 10
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gives the
intercorrelations on whith the regreSSions were based.)

Table 9. Regressions- of Organizational Commitmenton Five Job
Dimension Scores and MPS

(N = 81)

Dependent: Organizational Commitment Score

Independent Beta b SE R Square RSq Change..a.........rwaga...1041.0Mtagligt./

SEX .155 .249 .152EXP .083 .008 .009 .033 .033sv .396 .412 .105TI .399 .255 .068TS -.043 -.042 .092AU -.237 -.290 .129FJ .123 .092 .088 .412 .379

. SEX .208 .333 .170EXP .039 .004 .010 .033 .033
MPS .324 .005 .001 .137 .104

0111.MINT.Mal=411

SEX (Code: Male=1, Female=2) TS Task SignifitanceEXP Years teaching experience AU AutonomySEA Skill Variety
FJ Feedback from JobTI Task Identity
MPS Motivating Potential Score

When Hackman and Oldham's MPS summary Setite replaces the five job
dimenSions in the regression; the power to explain variance in OCQ drops
sharply, as indicated in the lower part of Table 9. It adds only 10.4Z to
the explanation, beyond the effetti of gender and years of teaching
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experience. This compares with 37.9% for the five characteristics considered
additively.

Table 10. IntercorrelatiOnt of Five Job Dinentionsi MPS.and Organizational Commitment

(N = 81)

Correlations

Variable Mean S.D. SEX EXP SV TI TS AU/NI& 14.1 FJ MPS

SEX
EXP
SV
TI
TS
AU
FJ
MPS
OCQ

1.36
14.59
5.40
5.09
5.92
5470

__5.30
169.67
5.56

_.492
8,208
4757

1,226
4820
.643

1.050
56.537

.787

-.02
.24

''.13

.02
0

=.12
=.08
.18

=4C2
=.10
.01

.03
-.12
-.08
.01

.21

.30

.25

.19

.41

.47

.18

.26

.51

.65

.45

.19

.22

.42

.13

.49

.70

;02
;89
.25 .30

SEX (MaIe=li Female=2) AU AutonomyEXP Years teaching eicperience FJ Feedbadk from_JOb_SV SkillVariety MPS Motivating potential ScoreTI Identitydentity OCQ Organizational CommitmentTS Task Significance

In light of the coefficients from the first analysis. it is rather
easy to see why MPS performed poorly as a summary Of the effects of the job
dimensions; Its Calculation gives Skill Variety and Task Identity (the two
Main predictors of OCQ) one-third the weight of AUtonomy and Feedback item
the Job; and the calculation assumes that AUttittdd is a positive (not a
negative) contributor to a job's "motivating

potential." (This it apart from
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the issue of curvilinearity implied by the multiplicative score; an overall

score contrived as a simple average of the five dimension scores explained
18.5% of the variance in 001, indicating that a linear function would give
somewhat better fit.)

The pattern of the weights of the five core job characteristicd in
the first analysis raises a further question regarding the utility of the
Hackman theory of job redesign for teaching; Adauming that Organizational

Commitment is a relevant outcome variable, the essentially zero contribution
of TAilk Significance an Feedoack from the Job to its prediction indicates

these dimensions ai not especially Salient for teacherd. In the case
of Autonowi an attribute which, if Lortie (1974) can be believed, teaching
hAs in abundance, its negative weighting suggests that, for some teachers at
least, it is too Abundant; It appeara to be salient but in the "wrong"

direction; Teaching may be over-enriched with regard to it.
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D. CONCLUSIONS

The Management of schools proceeds Without a substantial theory base
of its own. In the main, the theory which does guide practite has been
adoptedOr forced upon school managersfrom other organisational settings;
particularly the private sector. It is frequently done without careful
reflection on relevance. A primary purpose of this research project had been
to examine the utility in the school setting of an emerging body of
theoretical work in the redesign Of jobs to facilitate desired outcomes of
work.

The specific focus of the study has been the work of HntkAn and his
colleagues (e.g., Hack an 6 Oldham; 1980); Briefly stated; BadkMan asserts
that job redesign is a matter of fitting the WO& to the worker; of providing
opportunities for intrinsically satisfying work to those who choose to seize
them and to avoid distressing those for whom job enrichment would be unduly
taxing.

Five properties of jobs were Singled out as bang of especial
significance for employee motivation. Together they represent the Obis
motivating potential. These "core job characteriStite are referred to as
Skill Variety, Teak Identity; Task Significance, AUtonomy; and Feedbatk from
the Job. Theat properties bear on the three

"critical psychological States"
that Hackman and his colleagues regard as central conditions of strong



internal work motivation and positive work outcomes;

The theory was of w:titiilar interest to us as it purportedly

provides the manager with subdtantially
independent dimensions of a job, each

of which len& itself to managerial manipulation. We were attracted to the
theory; but We asked ourselves, does it have any utility in the sthOO1
setting?

To provide a partial answer to the question we chose to concentrate
on the five core job dharadteristics specified by the theory. We also
limited ourselves to examining teaching jobs at the elementary secondary
level in American public schools. Three major issues guided our

investigation: (1) Are the concepts and measures of job Characteristics

relevant to teaching? (2) Can the toncepts and measures
differentiate between

teaching jobs? (3) Are job holder reports adequate measures of job

characteristics?

To answer questions raised by the first issue; that of relevance, the
research team engaged in intensive; word-by-ord analysis of the instrument

developed by Hackman and his colleagues. It Vriti part of our effort Of
translating the questionnaire into an educationally suitable fort. The
examination led us to queetion seriously

the relevance of a number of key
concepts to the work of professionals. For example; we had trouble

determining the bodndaries of the teething job and in establishing

appropriate classifications of discrete jobs within schOols. The meaning of
"join" itself, was uncertain in an Occupation with as little internal

differentiation as teaching; and revision of the instrument proved diffitult
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if we were to remain faithful to the core characteristics proposed by the
Hackman theory;

To determine an answer to questions raised by the second issue, that
of sensitivity, revised questionnaired were administered to 244 carefully

selected Oregon school personnel; If the measures were sensitive to

variations Within teaching; We Speddlated that maximally different jobs in
schools Would surely demonstrate these differences. Five such jobs were
selected, three in high schoole"advanced science, industrial artsi and
social StUdies--and two in eldbentary

sehools--spetial education resource

room teaching and teaching in regular selfcontained classrooms; We were
surprised to find, through detailed inspections of daily schedules, that few

instances of "pure" job categories existed; particularly at the secordary
level; After considerable discust700 we identified 68 tetChers from the pool
who fit clearly in one of the five groups; Results of -Statistical analysis
of teacher responses were plain. The job dimensions fOrMalated by Hackman

were not Suited to distinguishing among jobs in the teaching profession.

The third issue we addreSsed was that of Silbjectivity; Stated

otherwise, we asked how adequately incumbent reports of their jobs measured
the job characteristics. Our approach was to obtain job ratings Of the same

position from both supervisors and incuMbtnts. Hatched ratings were obtained
from 72 individualsi covering 36 teaching jobs; We found evidence for

reasonable dideriMinant validity in the ratings of supervisors and teachers,
implying that the fob descriptions were not importantly saturated with

subjective feelings about the job; At the same time; convergent validity was
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unacceptably low; indicating once again; we believe; that the measures were
generally insensitive to differences among teaching jobs.

We found that the job profiles for teachers were almost identical to
these for top managers of business and industrial firMS; not those of
rankandfile workers. The theorizing of Hackman and his colleagues had been
deVised as a means for understanding the motivational bases of work Of the
latter group; and we have come to the conclusion that the model and its
instrumentation has little to Offer school managers as they attempt to
reformulate the teaching job.
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JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

This questionnaire was developed as part of a Yale University study of jobs andhow people react to them. The questionnaire helps to determine how jobs can bebetter designed, by obtaining information about how people react to differentkinds of jobs.

On the following_pages you will find several
different kinds of questions aboutyour job; Specific instructions are given at the start of each section. Pleaseread them carefully. It should take no more than 25 minutes to complete theentire questionnaire; Please move through it quickly.

The questions are designed to obtain
your perceptions of your job and yourreactions to it.

There are no trick questions. Your individual answers will be kept completelyconfidential. Please answer each item as honestly and frankl, as possible.
Thank you for your cooperation.

SECTION ONE

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe your job asobjectively as you can.

Please do not use this part of the
questionnaire to show how muchyou like or dislike your job. Questions about that will come later.Instead, try to make your descriptions as accurate and as objectiveas you possibly can.

A sample question given below.

A; To what extent does your job require you to work- with mechanical equipment?
1 -2 3

Very little; the job
requires almost no
contact with mechan-
ical equipment of any
kind.

-4 5

Moderately

-6 7

Very much; the job
requires almost con=
stant work with mech-
anical equipment.

You are to _circle the number which is the most accurate description of your job.
If; for example, your job requires you to work with mechanical equipmenta good deal of the time = but also requires some paperwork = you mightcircle the number six, as was done in the example above;

If you do not understand these instructions, please ask for assistance. If youdo understand them, turn the page and begin.

71
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1. To what extent does your job require you to Avorkclosely with_other-people(either "clients," or people in related jobs in your own organization)?
1 -2

Very little; dealing
with other people is
not at all necessary
in doing the job.

3 4 5

Moderately; some
dealing with others
is necessary.

6 7

Very much; dealing
with other people is
an absolutely crucial
part of doing the job.

2. How much autonomy is there in your job? That is, to what extent does yourjob permit you tf decide on your-own- how to go about doing the work?

Very litGiz,"he job
gives me almost no
personal "say" about
how and when the work
is done.

-3-- 4 5-

Moderate autonomy;
many things are
standardized and not
under my control, but
1 can make some deci-
ciTsc about the work.

6 -7

Very much; the job
gives me almost corn

plete responsibility
for deciding how and
when the work is done.

3. To what extern does your job involve doing a -"whole" and identifiable piece_a_Aork? That is, is the job A complete piece of Work that has an obviousFiTiiiiing and end? Or is it only a small art of the overall piece ofwork, which is finished by other people o automatic machines?
1 2 -3 4

My job_is only a tiny
part of the overall
piece of work; the
results of my activi=
ties_cannot be seen in
the final product or
service.

--5

My job is a moderate-
sized "chunk" of the
overall piece of work;
my own contributions

can_be seen in the
final outcome.

6 --7

My job involves doing
the whole piece of work;
from start to finish; the
results of my activities
are easily seen in the
final product or service.

4. How much variety is there in your job? That is, to What extent does thejob require you to do many different things at work, using a variety ofyour skills and talents?

1 2

Very little; the job
requires me to do the
same routine things
over and over again.

3 4

Moderate variety.

6 7

Very much; the job
requires me to do many
different things, using
a number of different
skills and talents.
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5. In general, how significant or important is your job? That is, are theresults of your Work likely to significantly-effect the lives or well-being of other people?

1 2

Not very significant;
the outcomes of my work
are not likely to have
important effects on
other people.

3 4 5

Moderately significant.

To what extent do managers or co-workers let you
doing on your job?

1 2

Very little; people
almost never let me
know how well I am
doing.

3- 4 -5

-6 --
7

Highly significant; the
outcomes of my work can
affect other people in
very important ways.

know

Moderately; sometimes
people may give me
"feedback"; other times
they may not.

how well you are

6 7

Very much; managers or
co-workers provide me
with almost constant
"feedback" about how
well I am doing.

7. To what extent does job itself provide you with information aboutyour hawork performance? t is, does the actual mork itself provide cluesabout how well you are doingw-=aside from any "feedback" co-workers orsupervisors may provide?

1- 2

Very little; tne job
itself is set up so I
could work forever
without finding out
hi.' well I am doing.

--3 6 7

Moderately; sometimes
doing, the job provides
"feedback" to me; some
times it does not.

Very much; the job is
set up so that I get
almost constant "feed=
back" as I work about
how well I am doing.
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SECTION TWO

Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to
describe a job.

You are to indicate whether each statement is an accurate or an
inaccurate description of your job.

Once again, please try to be as objective as you can in deciding
how accurately each statement describes your job==regardless of
whether you like or dislike your job.

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale:

How accurate_istfw-statement in describins_yamr_iob?

1 2 3 4 5
Very Mostly Slightly Uncertain Slightly Mostly VeryInaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate

1. The job requires me to use a number of complex or high=level skills.

2. The job requires a lot of cooperative work with other people.

_3. The job is arranged so that I do not have a chance to do an entire
piece of work from beginning to end.

4. Just doing the work required by the job provides many chances for me
to figure out how well I am doing.

5. The job is quite sifvle and repetitive.

6. The job can be done adequately by a person working alone--without talking
or checking with other people.

7. The supervisors and co-workers on this job almost never give me any
"feedback" about how well I am doing in my work.

8. This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how
well the work gets done.

9. The job denies me any chance to use my personal initiative or judgment
in carrying out the work.

JO. Supervisors often let me know how well they think I am performing thejob.

11; The job provides me the chance to completely finish the pieces of work
I begin.

74
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12. The job itself provides very few clues about whether or not I amperforming well.

13. The jut) gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedomin how I do the work.

_14. The job itself is not very significant
or important in the broaderscheme of things.
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JOB RATING FORM

This questionnaire was developed as part of a Yale University study of jobs andhow people react to them. The questionnaire helps to determine how jobs can bebetter designed, by obtaining information about how people react to differentkinds of jobs.

You are asked to rate the characteristics of the following job:

Please keep in mind that the questions refer to the job listed above, and not toyour own job.

On the following
pages,_you will find several different kinds of questions aboutthe jab listed above. Specific instructions are given at the start of each sec=tion. Please read them carefully. It should take no more than 10 minutes tocomplete the entire questionnaire. Please move through it quickly.

SECTION ONE

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe the job listedas -objectively as you can. Try to make your description as accurateand as objective as you possibly can.

A sample question is given below.

To what extent does the job require a person to work with mechanicalequipment?

1 -2
3 --4 6-- 7

Very little; the job Moderately
Very much; the jobrequires almost no con-
requires almost constanttack with mechanical
work with mechanicalequipment of any kind.
equipment.

You are to circle the number which is the most accurate description of the jobyou are rafirTi7--

If; for example, the job requires a person to work with mechanical equipmenta good deal of the time--but also requires
some paperwork--you might circle thenumber six, as was done in the example above.

* * *
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To what extent does the job require a person_to -work closely witttiatherja (either "clients," or people in related jabs the organization)?
1

2

Very little; dealing
with other people is
not at all necessary
in doing the job.

-3- 4 5

Moderat6i; some
dealing with others
is necessary.

6 7

Very much; dealing with
other people is an
absolutely essential and
crucial part of doing
the job;

2. How much autonomy is there in the job? That is, to what extent does thejob permit a person to decide en -h-i -s or her own how to go about doingthe work?

1 2

Very_little; the job
gives a person almost
no personal "say" about
howand when the work
is done.

3 4--- -5

Moderate autonomy;
many things are stan-
dardized and not under
the control of the
person, but he or she
can make some decisions
about the work.

Very much; the job gives
the person_almnst complete
responsibility for_decidirg
how and When the work is
done.

3. To what extent does the job involve doing a "whole" and identifiable pieceof work? That is, is the job a complete piece of Work that has an obviousginning and end? Or is it only a small,EAtt of the overall piece ofwork, Which is finished by other people or by automatic machines.

1 2 -3

The job is only a tiny
part of the overall
piece of work; the
results oi the person's
activities cannot be
seen in the final
product or service.

4 5

The job is a moderate-
sized "chunk" of the .

overall piece of work;
the person's own contri-
bution can be seen in
the final outcome.

6 -7

The job involves doing
the whole piece of work;
from start to- finish;
the results of the
person's activities are
easily seen in the final
product or service.

4. How much variety is there in the job? That is, to what extent does thejob require a person to do man; different
things at Work, using a varietyof skills and talents?

2

Very_little; the job_
requires the person to
do the same routine
things over and over
again.

3 4

Moderate variety.

6 7

Very much; the job
requires the person to dn
many different things;
using a number of different
skills and talents.
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5. In general; how significant_ or important is the job? That is, are the
results of the person's work likely to significantly affect the lives or
well-being of other people?

I 2 3 4 ----5

Not at all significant;

the outcomes of the work
are not likely to affect
anyone in any important
way.

Moderately significant.

6. To what extent do mana ers or co =workers
or she is dOing on t e Jo ?

1 2

Very little; people
almost never let the
person know how well
he or she is doing.

let the

3 4 5

6 7

Highly significant; the
outcomes of the work can
affect other people in
very important ways.

person know

Moderately; sometimes
people may give the
person "feedback";
other times they may
not

6

how well he

Very much; managers or
co-workers prov'de the
person with almost
constant "feedback" about
how Well he or she is
doing.

7. To what extent does doing the jIttitself provide the person with informationabout his or her work performance? hat_ is, does the actual work itselfprovide clues about how well the person is doing==aside from any 'feedback"co-workers or supervisors may provide?

1 2

Very little; the job
itself is set up so a
person could work
forever witnout finding
out how well he or she
is doing.

3 4 5

Moderately; sometimes
doing the job provides
"feedback" to the
person; sometimes it
does not.
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6 7

Very much, the job is
set up so that a person
gets almost constant
"feedback" as he or she
works about how well he
or she is doing.
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SECTION TWO ;.

Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to
describe a job.

You are to indicate whether each statement is _an accurate or an
inaccurate description of the job you are rating.

Once again, please try to be as objective as you can in deciding
how accurately each statement describes the job--regardless of
your own feelings -about that job.

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale:

How accurate_isthe=statement in describingAlle-job you are rating?

1 2 .3 4 5 6 7

Very Mostly Slightly Uncertain Slightly Mottly Very_Inaccurate Inaccu,?te Inattiirate Accurate ACCUrate Accurate

_1. The job a person to use a number of complex or sophisticatedskills.

2. The job requires a lot of cooperative work with other people.

3. The job is arranged so that a person Oes not have the chance to do anentire piece of work from beginning to end.

4. Just doing the work required by the job provides many chances for a
person to figure out how well he or she is doing.

5. The job is quite simple and repetitive.

S. The job can be done adequately by a person working alone--without
talking or checking with other people.

7. The supervisors and co-workers on this job almost never give a person
any "feedback" about how well he or she is doing fhi750k.

This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how
well the work gets done.

9. The job denies a person any chance to use his or her personal
initiative or discretion in carrying out the work.

10. Supervisors often let the person know how well they think he or she isperforming the job.

11: The job provides a person With the chance to finish completely any
work he or she starts.
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. The job itself provides very few clues about whether or not the personis performing well.

13. The job gives a person considerable opportunity for independence andfreedom in how he or she does the work.

14. The job itself is not very significant or important in the broaderscheme of things.
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BOGEN-CHARTERS INVENTORY: THE TEACHING 30B

This questionnaire has been developed as part of a University of Oregon
research project funded through the National Institute of Education.
Our work is an extension of earlier work developed in a Yili University
study on the design of work in business and industrial settings.

The instrument consists of four parts: (1) general information, (2) items
Which address the Objective characteristics of your job, (3) items which
address your feelings about the organizationischool for which you work,
and (4) items which address your feelings about your Work in this school.
Separate directions are presented for Parts II, III, and IV.

This is an experimental form. Data collected will be used for research
afialysis only. Data collected Will no Je used for any form of individual
evaluation. Your individual answers will be kept Confidential. If at all,
your school will be referred to in coded form only.

We sincerely appreciate your time and contribution to this pioneering
effort;



PART I: INFORMATION SHEET

1. Title of your job

2. Check the description which most closely applies:
fun time teacher at this school

full time teacher Working at more than one Schu4.
part -time teaCher at this school only

part-time teacher working at more than one school

non-instructional staff

substitute teacher

student teacher

teaching intern

other. Specify:

3. Hoo long have you been teaching? years months

4. How long have you been teaching at this school? years months

5. Highest degree earned?

6. age? years old

7. Gender? Male Pet

What field?

On the next page, please quickly outline your typical weekly ethedule at
school(s). Indlude a one or two word description of the job or Subject

your

area taught, followed by the grade levels taught for that subject
Reading (1-3), Softball (7-9); etc.) The following diagram is an

Mbnday Tuesday

8:30

8:45 itading(1-3)

9:00 Softball (7 -9)

9:15

9:30

9:45

10:00

9. Telephone Number:

84

(i.e.,

example:

Sr] so forth



%f ore

SehoOI

8:15

8:30

8:45

9:00

9:15

9:30

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

1A:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:3a

12:45

1:00

1:15

1:30

1:45

2:00

2:15

2:30

2:45

::00

3:15

3:30

...

Monday Tuesday

80

WEMLYSCHEDITLE

Wednesday 4itiraday ?Vide*

After

School
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PART II: JOH DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

Please answer each question as
honestly and frankly as

possible; focusing on the objective characteristics

Of your job
rather than on how you feel about yout job:

Respond to the items from the
Viewpoint of your

job at this
school on a typical day.

Section A Direeniehe:
You are to circle the number thifh is the most accurate description

of your job.

To what extent does the job require a person to work closely
with other people

(excluding students)?

1 2 3 - 4 5 6 7

Very little; dealing with
Moderately; somm_dealtng

Vity bUfh;_dealing
With_

other people is_not_at all
with others is necessary; otherpeopIe_is an_absolutely

necessary in doing the job.

essential and Crucial part of

doing the job.

2. How much autonomy is there it the job?
That id, to what extent does the job permit a person to decide

on his or her own hew to go about doing the work?

-3 4- -5- 6-- 7

1;

Very little; the job gives

A person almost DO personal

"ea? About how or Whin the

work is done;

Moderate autonomy -many

thinge_are standardized
and nor under the control

of the personi_but
he or

she can *eke some decisions

about the Weitk.

Veri_much; the job-gives the

person almost complete responii-

bility for deciding
how and when

the work is done.

:o whit extent
does the job involve

doing a "whole" and identifiable
piece of work?

That is; is the job

a complete
piece of work that hit an obvious

beginning and end? Or is it only a seal part of the Over-

all piece of work?

1 -3-2

The job is only aij.Iiiy_part_

of the Overall piece_cif work;

the results Of the_person's

eftivities_cannet be seen_in

t%e final product or service.

To iaitt extent
does this job

3 4

The job_ii a MOdetiCe-
iiXed_"chunk" of the_

overall piece of work;

the person's own cor.tri=

button can be seen in

the final outcome.

allow use Of a variety Of sktlis and

1 2

Very little; the job

alloWs a person to use

very_fet skins and

talents.

5
5

The_job_involeet doing the

Whole piece of work from

start to finish; the

results of the peryon's

activities are easily

seen is the final
product or service.

talents?

Moderately; the job___

allows a perseh to use

a moderate number of

skills and talents.

5. How likely is it that the lives er Wen-being of students

poorly?
I

Not -very likely; the

lives or well-being of

students would not be_

significantly affected
if this job were done

poorly.

6. To what extent are other

able to ler. one know how

I

2= -3

6- - 7

Very such; the job

anew. a person tr

se Many different
skills and talents.

would be affetted
if this job were done

4 5

Moderately likely; the

lived of well-being Of

students would_be_soMM-
vhat_affected if this

job were done poorly;

people in the work setting (Adminiatrators,

well he or she
ii doing on the job?

2- -- -3 4

Vety_littIe4 people _almost

never_let the person know

his4 well he or the is doing.

Mod^ratelv; sometimes
people are able to give

the petite-it "feedback";

other times they not.

6-- 7

HighIy_.1.,.kely; the lives

or well-beinp_of students

would be Significantly
Affected if this Job

were done poorly.

SUperVisors, co- workers,
par, :I)

6 7

Very mucl; other people

_are able to provide_the

pelmon_with almost constant

"feedback" about how well

ihe or she s doing;
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7. To what axtent
does doing the job itself provide one with indications

of his or her own workperformance; That is, does the
actual work itself provide clues about how well the person is doing--aside from any "feedbirdk

" one's co-workers
or supervisors may provide?1 2 3 4 5 6 7Very_little; the -job

itself is sue), that a

person_could_ork forever
without fii.Jing out_how
well he or she is doing;

Moderately; sometimes
doing_the job provides
"feedback " te the person;
sometimes it does not.

Very much; the job is
such that a person_gets
aIttott constant "feedback"
aboUt how well he or she
is doing.

Section 8 Directions:
Write a nUMbet A the blank be-83de

each statement, bated on the following scale:How accurate is
the statement in desetibing your job?1 2 3 _ 4 5- 6 7

Very Mostly Slightly
Uncertain Slightly Mostly Very

Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate
ACcurate Accurate Accurate

I; The job requires
a person to use a nuMbet of complex

or sephisticated skillet2. The job dettita
a person any thanee

to use his or het
personal initiative or discretion incarrying out the work;

3. The job provides
a person with the

Chance to finish the work he or she startt.4. The impact on
students would be minimal if thii job

were eliminated Altogether.5. The job is quite
simple and can be done idequately us tag basic skills.6. The job gives a person considetabl

opportunity fiik independence and fteidom in how he Ot shedeet the work.

7. Just doing the work required by tile job provides
one with many chances

to figure out howwell ht or she is doing;

Supervisors and co-workers on the job have little real heals for judging on a day-to-day basishow well a person
is doing the work

for which he of she is responsible;9. The job requires a lot of cooperative
work with other people.ID. Activities asSeCiJed with the job are
repetitious;11. The pettiest is leit

pretty Stich el his or her OWit to do the work;12; The job'is ouch that a person
completes only a small part of the overall work;13. The job OtOWides

little oppottUnity for independent thought and action.14. The job provides one with opt7ortunfties
to do a number of

different things.15. This job is one in
which peel:tie are significantly

affe".Ited by how well the work gets done.16. The work itself
provides very litcl

immediate evidence for assessing one's
performance;

17; The individual is free to carryot::t the work as he or she sees' fit.18, The job can be done
adequately by a person working alone - without talking or checking withOther people.

19. The person doing the job perform-S.1
much the same task

throughout the typical workday.20. other people, such
as supervisors and co-verketi, are in a position to let the person ktio4how well he or she is performing on the job.

21. No one would be worse off if this job
were not done at all.22. The person in the position has limited
control over the pace of work.

dpi
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